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About This Game

Gyromancer is a Pop Cap / Square Enix collaboration. This is a Puzzle RPG.
Join Rivel and his companion, Laska, on a grand chase spanning twelve stages. What awaits at the end of the hunt?

Each stage contains its own objectives, from defeating the beasts that block your way to solving puzzles before time runs out.
Rivel can learn to summon dozens of the beasts he encounters, bending their power to his will. Each beast you command in

battle is unique, so find the one that best suits your play style.
Hidden within each stage are a number of awards earned for completing feats great and small. Finding them all won't be easy.

Are you up to the challenge?

New battle system based on Bejeweled Twist

Command unique beasts to battle your foes

Search the map for items, coins, and new beasts to fight at your side

Gain levels in battle and acquire powerful new beasts

Assume the role of Rivel, a deadly mage, as he rids Aldemona Wood of a brooding darkness
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I've finish the game. I would recommend this for the detailed world they created and the story. Both have kept me interested.
The puzzles feel about the same all the way through, but the rooms give them variety. They get a little more complicated at the
end, but not much more.

I was immediately frustrated with the motion as smooth walking is really slow. I ended up going with teleporting, which is
limited to a short distance but you can spam teleports to move faster than walking.

Be careful not to run away from the floating light that tells you stuff, because it doesn't follow you and you can miss details. I
also had one crash near the end of the game that broke the floating light for a bit until I had restarted the save a couple times and
then the floating light started working again. I almost gave up on finishing the game.

The other thing that annoyed me initially was the object physics, although that is hard to do in VR. You can pickup almost
anything and then ram it into other things and send them flying all over the place. Once you start doing puzzles this won't really
matter as much, but initially it seemed like it was going to be really annoying. I think really this makes doing the puzzles a little
less frustrating than they would be otherwise.. Not really interested in trying it after playing the first game.. 8/10

Fun puzzle game, good mix of thinking/planning and just playing around hoping to form that elusive pattern. It's quite hypnotic,
and the soundtrack is very beautiful. If you think you might like this game, you will.. A cute little game made by novice
developers.

https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=1664232209
The game has usual graphics, but you should be afraid of it. The gameplay is above average. It is a puzzle platformer game (
more puzzle).

You play as a caterpillar. You can move left and right, but can't jump. It is the main idea of the game. Your goal is to collect all
flowers at the level. Levels contain pipes and bees. If you fall at a bee, you will jump high. If you move to a pipe, you will be
moved to the end of the pipe.

As I said it is a puzzle game. You can get in inextricable situation easily. So you need to think ahead about your actions.
I liked difference in levels. New level offers a new puzzle.

The game has 40 levels and I passed 10 of them in 20 minutes. Later levels are getting very hard.

https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=1664232135

I recommend this game to Puzzle-Platformer fans.. The Mars pack has tracks that consist of textured glass and red sand. While
racing on sand there is a dust trail effect. The tracks go trough colonies with greenhouses and black caves with green crystals.
The soundtrack for the tracks consists of a guitar with a good tempo for racing. The tracks have jumps, spirals, sideways
sections and tubes to drive inside of and outside of. The price seems fair for the new track designs and aesthetic.

I recommend this DLC if you want to race on sand and glass with a guitar soundtrack. I also recommend watching a video, of a
boss mode race trough this location, for deciding if you like the aesthetic and the soundtrack.. One of the best game experiences
ever. I love cartoon type charactered games. They put so much in game mechanics than graphics.
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It have some bugs ( not too much serious) but it's still a good game. Very fun! GJ Hiker!. Incorrect. School of Rock - Jack
Black. I do know Jack movies.. Well I dunno what the game itself is like, but this DLC certainly offers a whole lotta soundtrack
and a whole lotta variety for a measly dollar.

  Seventeen tracks, spanning all manner of genres and moods, and a wee bit of "I'm sure I've heard this tune somewhere before"
deja vu for those of us well-versed in our 70s and 80s synth-pop music (still trying to place that other one, but I know a variant
on a Pet Shop Boys song when I hear one)!

  Even if you buy this AND the game, just to get the soundtrack, the price is still pretty reasonable. What's three bucks, for
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665's sake? And who knows, maybe you could even try the game itself out some day. Stranger things
have certainly happened, even in my topsy-turvy approximation of a "regular" life. (Man, I'm a freakin' weirdo.)

Verdict: 8\/10.. This is a great sequal to to the oringinal Oh Sir. It came with new characters, backrounds, a new feature and lots
more it the game is great is silly and fun and addicting (sort of) and more to come. this game is great if you at least enjoyed
playing the oringinal game, and all we need is a VR release of this game. its really utterly fantastic game. so very reminiscent of
the classic arcade genre. very challenging but great fun. i really wish there were more games of this calibre on steam. steam
needs more goddamn good quality platformers seriously. 10/10
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